
door wide open to make a regal
exit, whilst also giving them the
royal vee-sign to acknowledge
their pulling at their forelocks, or
whatever else came to hand.
Unfortunately he tripped over a
just finished can of Windsor Jubilee
lager and come to rest in the
nearby gutter, fortunately still
gripping his bottle opener and
mobile phone.  His lady-in-hating
gave him one of her special
withering an chilling smiles before
adjusting her chauffeur’s cap.  As a
gesture of solidarity with his
subjects, as long as it only lasted
for the one day, he had asked that
the run start from the home of a
‘common person’.

From the one time he had
watched Coronation Street (what a
great name he had mused), this was
really common as he surveyed the
Tesco trolley in the pond, the
burnt out van in the drive, and the
used condoms drying on the clothes
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The GM’s Pope-mobile hurtled
around the corner, demolishing a
wall and trees on the way, to grind
to a halt on the foot of one of his
gullible subjects.  As the anointed
incarnate of Regina for the Surrey
Hash, as was tattooed on his arse,
he knew he was loved by all, and
the more he gave them shit and
spent their subs the more they
loved him.  He smiled to himself
about the large bill he would run up
to repair the royal transport,
damaged whilst trying to avoid a
drunken corgi, which he knew
would be nodded through by the
Hash Comptroller of Funds as
absolutely essential to maintain his
dignity and privilege.  He swung the

The first mile or so on tarmac
excited nobody, although the GM
was pleased to see that the road
sign had been changed to Shaggers
Way.  Overhead a squadron of
Zeppelins, part of the Royal Flight
since being gifted by his German
cousin, also a GM, droned on, their
crews closely watching to report
anybody who short-cut, walked, or
suggested they were not enjoying
themselves as loyal subjects.

The GM congratulated himself
for strengthening the powers of the
RA (Royal Arsehole), fully
supported by the dreaded “Thought
Police” headed by “Big Mother”, a
mystical figure of indeterminate
age.

The country retreat at Polesden
Lacey was cleverly avoided, the
pack not knowing that this check
was at the specific instruction of
the Palace, where the Keeper of
the Flour had decided that such

line.  An ale soaked degenerate
with a receding hairline down to his
neck stepped forward and
presented him with a tin of yellow
paint.  He in turn asked him what
he did, although the grunt in reply
about being in charge of sex
revealed little.  Still the pat on the
shoulder and a 2p piece seemed to
make him happy, and he could see
that every effort had been made to
brighten up the day as red, white,
and blue flags dangled from every
whitewashed window, although he
thought it curious that all had
‘these are the property of
Sunderland Council’ printed across
them.  Without further ado he
pronounced those traditional
words” I declare this Hash fully
open”, and in the space of 5
minutes the pack were a good 50
yards on their way, which was not
bad when it is realised that running
backwards whilst bowing is not the
easiest thing to do.

pleasant surroundings were not fit
for the oiks and drunks that
constituted Surrey H3.  The GM
agreed with this, knowing that such
privileges could lead to ideas
beyond their station, such as votes
at Officials Dinners.  The next
check amid a dung covered meadow
spread the pack to the winds, but
whichever way they went they
remained on the GM’s territory as
it lay before them as far as the eye
could see.

The now split pack pressed on to
the bottom of the valley, to be
turned around by an endless hill
which took its vicious toll,
although the Thought Police had
done such a marvellous job over
the years that they believed they
were enjoying the pain, and that
the GM’s (motto “I serve, you
suffer”) and his lackeys were only
organising this for their benefit.
On this special day the Hare, with

the rare permission of the GM, as a
sop to the benighted pack, had
arranged a Gin & Dubonnet stop,
and soon the hedgerows were
singing to the chant of “Shagger -
another fifty years”, or was it
days?

The remainder of the run was
down hill, literally, as the green of
the countryside gave way to the
grey of the A246 tarmac, before
arriving at the newly erected
Shagger memorial Pavilion,
caretaker R Piercy VD and Scar.
The circle was called, and soon the
GM was telling all how very lucky
they were to have him in
attendance, even showing signs of
affection by poking one or two
with a sharp stick. This royal
performance concluded with the
arrival of a Gran-on-gram who
gave a wonderful imitation of
beloved leader aka Big Mother.

Then it was into a sumptuous

Republ icans,  where
are you?

Date 02-Jun-02

Hares Chunderos &
Tequil’over

Venue Bookham - Groveside

On On 47 ish Dowlans Road



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF

sh3onsec@bigfoot.com
www.bigfoot.com/~sh3onsec

Directions:

M25 J8, North on A217 (towards Kingswood, Burgh Heath, Tadworth
etc). After 2.2 miles (or a greater number of kilometres - whichever)
turn left into Mill Road. At end of road, turn left and pub is 50 metres
on right or, (if i have remembered incorrectly) turn right and pub is 50
metres on left, park in pub carpark.  Good bit of Popeye hashing!

 (See what I have to put up with! - ed) .... J8, A217 north, 1/2 mile
past 2nd r/a, tun left into Mill road, 1st right, pub on left.

Run 1417

Date 09-Jun-02

Hares Popeye

Venue Tadworth/Banstead

On On Blue Anchor

SSA New ???, Old  72A5

OS TQ  236556 (LR187)
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1418 16-Jun GM Birthday Run TBA

1419 23-Jun Kaffir Beare Green

1420 30-Jun Tim Walters TBA

1421 07-Jul Nikki Clarke TBA

1422 14-Jul Gibber TBA

1423 21-Jul Tosser Bagshott

1424 28-Jul GlassC,Sister Anna

1425 04-Aug Ever-Ready TBA

1426 11-Aug Clever Trevor CT-Assembly room

Receding Hareline:

banquet fit for a surveyor, with the tables groaning under the weight of
dishes such as spam trifle, jelly and spam, spam flavoured sponge, spam
and marmite sandwiches, spam salad, spam rolls, and of course spam on
its own.  This was supplemented by barrels of Jubilee Bitter (a nutty ale
with a touch of alcohol and a hint of spam), together with numerous
bottles of Chateau Phillip, a crisp Greek wine matured in spam barrels.
Soon the night disappeared into the joyous sound of laughter and
merriment, with spontaneous songs to the health and life of our glorious
leader.  Who could not say this was a day to remember, except those of
the most cynical and disrespectful nature, although it has to be asked
why the charming young lady from next door had such an audience when
she told of the day the Shah was overthrown, or did they just like
looking at her tits.  GM do not lie in your bed too comfortably, your day
could yet come.  ANON (as if we couldn’t guess)

PS It has to be sadly reported that one of the Harriets had to undergo
major surgery to remove a wine bottle from her hands brought on by
excessive loyal toasting.  Mr Brannigan has asked that this matter
should not be brought to the attention of his wife until she is released
from hospital.

Now something a bit serious
HASHER IMPRISONED IN BAHRAIN

SH3 members are encouraged to fax the MP of Richard Meechan Fax: 01452
311874 with expressions of support for the campaign to release him from a
long prison sentence for manslaughter. The details are difficult to summarise
and appear to be politically embarrassing; they involve Britain’s diplomatic
relations with both the USA and Bahrain. Anyone wanting more information
may ask it of either OnSec. Basically the facts however are incontrovertible:
Richard Meechan defended himself against a drunken and violent guest (with
a long criminal record) and used a knife. (He himself has a heart condition).
The assailant died. Richard was convicted of manslaughter. The Supreme
Court in Bahrain found in his favour and directed the Appeal Court to reduce
the sentence, but the Appeal Court judges, under political pressure, were re-
luctant to do so, and Richard continues to languish under harsh conditions in
a Bahraini jail. His MP has expressed his willingness to help and his pleasure
at receiving messages of support from the public.

For all you cyberfreaks (and, as it happens, all non c-freaks too!) here is a
URL which has all the facts, or I’ll email you some details:

www.terrymechan.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk


